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Editorial
Welcome to this, the latest RAC 
newsletter/magazine, the first of what we 
hope will be a much more productive 
and enjoyable new year.

In celebration of the Real Aeroplane 
Company Chilton DW.1 getting the wind 
beneath her wings again we present a 
potted history of the type.

We look back at the former Breighton 
based Buchon with wonderful air-to-
air pictures by professional aviation 
photographer Richard Paver. 
 
Steve Carr presents another chapter in his 
depth look at the Mighty Eighth airfields of 
World War Two.

We also include a full event calendar for 
2022 and details of the ‘G-George’ Day 
scheduled to take place at the airfield on 
the 16th of July, it promises to be classic 
Breighton so be sure to put it in your diary.

Enjoy!
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The plans we have for the forthcoming year 
surely make this the most exciting year in the 
history of the Club for some considerable time. 
There are many positives to look forward to with 
a return to full activities at the airfield,  improved 
facilities and rising membership numbers. 

Commencement of the new Club House 
is imminent and may well have stated by 
the time you receive this newsletter. With 
a spacious interior, panoramic windows 
overlooking the runway and refreshed 
catering, this will provide an exciting and 
impressive hub for club members and  
airfield activities.

The events this year draw on our strengths as a 
club and airfield and are designed in response 
to what you have told us you liked in the past. 
An updated event list is within this newsletter.

The imminent date for the diary is the Club 
AGM, on February 20th. The AGM is always 
very well attended, but this is not a reason for 
you to think you don’t need to come. Quite 
the opposite, the more the merrier. The AGM 
Agenda will be published early February.

Access to the airfield and the events is 
members only and we are in the full throw of 
membership renewals. At the time of writing, 
over half our members have renewed their 
membership, for which I thank you and look 
forward to seeing you at the airfield. Prompt 
renewal saves Emma a tremendous amount 
of time sending out reminders. If you haven’t 
yet renewed your membership you can do 
so by; BACs, cheque and card payment. For 
further information please contact Emma: 
emmarealaero@outlook.com

There are many people that volunteer at 
the airfield and without whom we couldn’t 
function. 

• We have 20 Duty Managers who turn up
every weekend, in all weather, to conduct: 
fuel checks, a runway inspection and to 
oversee the smooth operation of the airfield.

• We have 15 First Aiders.
• We have 8 qualified Air Ground Radio

Operators.
• We have 17 trained Ground Crew/Aircraft

Handlers

I wish to thank all of these individuals for 
their invaluable involvement – it is very much 
appreciated.

If you would like to become more involved 
with the club or the airfield please let me 
know: chairmanrealaero@outlook.com

I also wish to take a moment to acknowledge 
and thank everyone who responded and 
took action on the 14th November when Alan 
had his tragic accident. You all know who 
you are and the various roles you fulfilled that 
afternoon. Your response and actions were 
truly commendable.

The Real Aeroplane Club is without question 
a family. Granted we are a little estranged as 
we exit the pandemic, but regroup we will, 
around our beloved airfield and the exciting 
year ahead. 

Blue Skies
Charles
RAC Chairman
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2022 Events
Date & Time Event
20 February  The Annual General Meeting. Members only

22 April  Helicopter Pleasure Flights

23-24 April Mclean Aerobatic Trophy. Organised and run by the BAA.
7 May Club flyout to Fenland for the VAC Tulip Fly—in.

19-22 May Visit by the Yorkshire Friends Rallies caravan club.

22 May Official start of LAA Tour of Scotland (overnight stay)
23 May Helicopter Pleasure Flights

11-12 June Club flyout to Sywell with meal and night stay

25-26 June  VAC Return to Breighton
2 July Helicopter Pleasure Flights

9-10 July Fly-out to Sleap for Pistons and Props fly-in

16 July - ‘G—George’ Day - 1940’s themed celebration of the 460 Squadron Lancaster Mk 
1 (AR-G) preserved in Canberra, Australia, that survived 90 missions. This aircraft began its 
wartime service from RAF Breighton in 1942. We plan to feature visiting aircraft, flypasts, the 
Army Historic Flight, military vehicles, Driffield Silver Band, car and motorcycle clubs, evening 
hangar party (period fancy dress encouraged) with live music provided by the Allsortz Swing 
Band. All flying subject to weather and availability.

30-31 July Club flyout to LAA Strut Yorkshire Day

8 August Helicopter Pleasure Flights

19-21 August  Vintage Aerobatic World Championship. Further details to follow.
TBC Club flyout LAA Rally.

18 September  Helicopter Pleasure Flights

20 October  Helicopter Pleasure Flights

13 November Remembrance Sunday
TBC VAC Annual Dinner

3 December  Christmas Party - details to follow 
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It was originally a satellite field for RAF 
Wing, with 26 OTU training crews on the 
Vickers Wellington. In September 1942, 
it was assigned to the US 8th Air Force 
and the 44th Bombardment Group who 
became known as “The Flying Eightballs”. 
They flew the B-24 Liberator and arrived 
from the United States with the 66th, 67th 
and 68th Bombardment Squadrons.

Their stay wasn’t a long one as the 8th
Air Force commanders decided they
wanted to concentrate all the B-24
Groups in Norfolk. So the 44th BG
moved out the following month and
headed for Shipdham.

When the 44th BG moved out, the RAF
transferred No.26 OTU back to
Cheddington. The base was transferred

Cheddington is only about 5 miles to the 
East of Aylesbury and flying began there in
1917, when it was used during World War 
1. The flying stopped at the end of the war 
and the airfield closed.

A more permanent airfield was built by
George Wimpey & Co Ltd. in 1941, with
the airfield opening in March 1942. The
airfield was never built to Class ‘A’ 
standard, with the main runway only
1,780 yards long, with the secondary
runways being 1,495 and 1,195 yards.
The main Technical Site was to the South 
with two hangars, but there was a second 
site to the West with another two hangars.

It was located in a low lying area and
Southend Hill to the North East, was high 
enough to overlook the whole airfield.

Concrete, grass and a 

Little
History

Cheddington, USAAF Station 113, 51° 50’ 03.00”N, 0° 40’ 50.00”W
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Cheddington looking South East, with the two
secondary runways closest to the camera.

Surrounding hills were a danger in poor weather.



to the USAAF once again in August
1943 and was to become Station 113,
the 12th Combat Crew Replacement
Centre like Bovingdon. They would
specialise in operational training of B-24
Liberator crews. The 125 feet diameter
“Frying Pan” dispersals were smaller
than the 150 feet Class ‘A’ standard, so
must have posed taxiing difficulties for
the novice B-24 crews particularly with
soft ground in the winter.

The main gate into the Southern Technical Site.

Cheddington was also a Headquarters
station of the 8th Air Force Composite
Command when this organisation
moved to the UK from Northern Ireland.
Specialist units under that command
included the 858th Night Leaflet
Squadron, 406th Bomb, and the 850th
Bomb Squadron, all flying the B-24
Liberator, while the 36th Bomb
Squadron flew both the B-17 and B-24. 

The hangars were replaced with modern buildings.

The 858th NLS operated between June
1944 and March 1945. They flew to more 
than 7,000 targets and dropped 1,800 

Some of the surviving Tech Site buildings.

million leaflets over 330 night operations. 
Later in the war, fighter training took place 
there. The 36th Bombardment Squadron 
also flew Radio Countermeasures 
Operations from August 1944 to March ’45.
Amongst the paperwork dropped were
“Safe Conduct Passes”, and the
majority of surrendering German troops
carried these passes when captured.
Fake ration cards were also dropped to
disrupt local economies.

The 36th Bomb Squadron’s B-17’s and
B-24’s were specially modified for a
variety of tasks. They were used to jam
early warning radars and telecommuni-
cations, to monitor formation assembly and 
screen inbound flights of Allied bombers. 
They were also used to create spoof form-
ations. This early form of electronic warfare 
was very successful in deceiving the 
German forces and early warning system.

The main NE-SW runway was reduced to a single 
bay concrete track

Continued overleaf 
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High finals for the original South West runway. The
private grass strip can be seen to the left.

Cheddington returned to RAF control in
June 21st 1945 becoming part of 26
Group in July. In May 1946, the airfield 
was transferred to the Technical Training 
Command and later the Medical Training 
Establishment and Depot.

On August 13th 1946, the station was
re-named RAF Marsworth until the medical 
unit moved out in February 1948. At that 
point, the station was disbanded.

The flying side of the airfield fell into
disrepair and a considerable amount of
concrete was removed from the site. On
the North side of the site, new barrack
huts were constructed in a fenced off
compound, a sub depot of the Central
Ordnance Depot at Bicester.

At this point, the story goes a bit
“James Bond”. Taken from Wiki:

“There is some evidence [Luton/Hemel
Hempstead Evening Post Echo 
newspaper] that strongly suggests this
facility was used as a CIA weapons dump. 
This weapons dump held Soviet Bloc small 
arms (AK 47s, RPGs, etc.) for a special 

combined CIA/MI6 Cold War operation, 
code named Operation GLADIO. The 
specific duties of Op. GLADIO operatives 
was “behind the lines” resistance activities. 
The concept was that IF Western Europe 
was invaded by the Warsaw Pact, that 
such units could disrupt the invaders ‘lines 
of communications and supplies’. Duncan
Campbell, in his title War Plan UK &
The Unsinkable Aircraft Carrier, refers
to this base facility by its CIA radio callsign
of “X-Ray Zero Niner”.

Today, a number of the strengthened
(although NOT armoured) ammo block
houses still stand on the industrial estate. 
The scrap yard near the far end of the 
estate retains the two earth concrete 
revetment walls, that allowed truck access 
to the block house doors. It also gives 
some scale of the removed earth bund 
revetment beams carefully constructed 
around ALL the block houses (prior to 
their demolition for industrial units). The 
presence of the base was exposed shortly 
after the events from The Great Train 
Robbery took place nearby, when a BBC 
current affairs programme, a few weeks 
after the Great Train Robbery, exposed 
the base to the world.”

Southend Hill can be seen on the far side of the
airfield.

Concrete, grass and a 

Little History
Continued from previous page
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In 1977, when the “After the Battle 
Magazine” research team visited 
Cheddington, they arrived during
decommissioning of the airfield. Royal
Engineer bomb disposal experts were busy 
making the site safe. Even 73 years after 
WW2, a simple metal detector can still find 
ammunition around dispersals and firing 
butts on many old airfields.

There was one post war flying accident
at Cheddington, involving a K6 glider
which ground-looped while landing in a
field of corn on July 13th 1972.

While the hangars have gone, several
other wartime buildings survive in the
Technical Site and can be seen from
the Long Marston road. Many of the
Tech Site roads also survive, plus
several frying pan dispersals in that

area. There is still flying at Cheddington, 
with a private grass strip along the path of 
the South East perimeter track

In 1980, a memorial to all those who
served at Cheddington, was erected by
the main gate into the Technical Site.
The simple memorial incorporates one
of the runway lights from the airfield.

Steve Carr

Bibliography
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and Wikipedia.
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‘The Golden Age of Aviation’ is a 
term often used when referring to the 
ingenuity and entrepreneurial spirit of 
those pioneering aviators pushing the 
boundaries of our understanding of 
aeronautics in the 1930’s and 40’s - the 
likes of DeHavilland, Miles, Blackburn, 
Fairey, Percival et al. A name that might 
not spring to mind quite so readily is 
Chilton Aircraft, a firm set-up by two 

students of the De Havilland Technical 
School, the Honourable A H Dalrymple, 
son of the Earl of Stair, and Mr A. “Reggie” 
Ward, son of the Honourable Sir John 
Ward. They designed their DW.1 (the DW 
representing their surname initials) in the 
early 1930’s as a side project while under 
the tutelage of DeHavilland’s Chief Design 
Instructor Marcus Langley. 

The pair left to form Chilton Aircraft in 
1936 and began the task of building a 
prototype with DeHavilland woodwork 
instructor Fred Luscombe, the result  
being the rather lovely G-AESZ. 

Finding a suitable engine that was light 
enough yet able to produce enough 
power was the next hurdle they faced. 
They eventually settled on the Carden-
Ford, a readily available engine that 

   Rediscovering the
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had been specially adapted from a car 
engine for the Flying Flea with a power 
output of 32hp at 3,300rpm. Despite 
its weight ratio of 5 and a half pounds 
per horsepower they persisted with the 
Carden-Ford and the aircraft made its 
first flight on the 16th April 1937. Aside 
from a minor overheating problem, which 
was rectified by increasing the radiator 
aperture in the cowling, the aircraft 
performed faultlessly.
 
The first production machines, G-AFGH 
and G-AFGI followed hot on the heels of 
‘ESZ. In an attempt to increase power it 
was decided to try the French built Train 
engine in the next example designated 
DW.1A and registered G-AFSV. The 
increase in power to 44hp was just what 

was needed to get the most from the 
highly efficient airframe, most of which 
remained unaltered aside from a longer 
nose to accommodate the new engine 
and separate oil tank, with an enlarged fin 
and rudder to compensate. The increase 
in power gave the aircraft a top speed 
in excess of 130mph, extremely fast for 
an aircraft of its diminutive stature. It was 
entered into The Folkstone Aero Trophy 
Race in 1939 and won with an average 
speed of 126mph over three laps of the 
19.5 mile circuit at Lympne.

As war loomed ‘FSV was placed in 
storage and Chilton Aircraft went on 
to manufacture small machined metal 
parts as part of the war effort. Towards 
the end of hostilities the company were 

Five Chiltons and a Fairey Junior at the 
Breighton Chilton/Mikron engine fly-in 
back in 2021. Photo by Steve Blee

Continued
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authorised to allocate time to explore 
product development to benefit the post-
war economy, designing new aircraft 
and sailplanes as well as putting plans 
together with a view to revamping the 
DW1. However, Andrew Dalrymple’s tragic 
death in a Fiesler Storch glider tug crash 
on Christmas Day 1945 brought about a 
premature end to aircraft manufacturing 
at Chilton Aircraft.

Fast forward a number of decades and 
enter aircraft collector Roy Nerou. The 
aircraft types that have passed through 
Roy’s hands read like the veritable 
Observer’s Book of ultra-light historic 
aircraft - names such as Klemm, Brochet, 
Watkinson, Comper, Aeronca and Dart, 
and the fact that all of those survive to 
this day speaks volumes of his enthusiasm, 
foresight and determination. The story 
of the types rebirth begins in 1978 with 
Roy swapping his Comper Swift G-ABUS 
for Chilton DW.1A G-AFSV. In 1984 Roy 

obtained a second Chilton, the prototype 
DW.1 G-AESZ, and began a painstaking 
rebuild using ‘FSV as a template for 
measurements. As if all this wasn’t enough, 
a number of years prior to owning the 
Chiltons Roy had contacted Reggie 
Ward, the sole surviving co-designer, and 
obtained incomplete copies of some of 
the original plans with a view to building a 
replica. With ‘FSV on hand for reference, 
and authorisation from the Ward family, 
he managed to create a complete set of 



plans and, as a consequence, this has led 
to a number of Chilton replicas being built, 
many of which are now complete and 
airworthy.

All four of the original Chiltons survived 
the war with three of them being regular 
entrants in post-war air races. G-AESZ 
and G-AFSV are both now resident at 
Breighton airfield, ‘ESZ now has its full 

permit to fly and will be gracing the skies 
during the 2022 season, ‘FSV awaits its 
turn in the workshop. G-AFGI is currently 
airworthy and now resides in Germany 
and the fourth, G-AFGH, is being restored 
at an undisclosed location. 

Incidentally the Dart Kitten and Aeronca 
C100 ‘Jeeves’ also spent time in Roy 
Nerou’s ownership.
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Pictures: B/G image and 
below by Steve Blee.  
Opposite - Breighton’s Taff 
Smith and ‘Mr Chilton’ Roy 
Nerou talk shop at last year’s 
Chilton/Mikron Engine fly-in  
at Breighton by Andy Wood

The author acknowledges the Chilton Aircraft website and the VAC journal (Spring 2019) 
- both invaluable reference sources. Dav Butler
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Despite having been a Breighton resident 
for the entire warbird ‘heavy metal’ era, 
Hispano HA-1112-M1L Buchon (G-BWUE) 
was seen in the air the least number of 
times during its residency. The aircraft 
arrived at the airfield in a semi-derelict 
state during 1998 following a brief period 
of storage with the Old Flying Machine 
Company at Duxford, possibly as a 
potential spares source for G-BOML. 

As with the majority of Buchons, G-BWUE 
had enjoyed a brief period as a film star in 
the 1968 Battle of Britain movie, deputising 
as a Messerschmitt 109. The type had only 
recently been retired from the Spanish Air 
Force when the 19 airframes were saved 

from potential scrapping by the movie’s 
production company before being further 
modified to look as close to their Daimler 
Benz brethren as safely possible.

After filming was finished a number of 
aircraft, including this one, found their way 
to the US and Wilson ‘Connie’ Edwards’ 
Texas ranch in lieu of payment for his flying 
skills in the movie, however, its flying days 
were to be numbered and it spent the 
next fifteen years on static display with the 
Detroit wing of the Confederate Air Force.

Its arrival at Breighton heralded the start 
of a painstaking 8 year rebuild, much of 
which was carried out at the airfield.

The taming of Red 1
‘Red 1’ in the capable hands of the late Brian Brown, ‘somewhere near Sywell’

More years ago than I care to mention I was asked to collate a number of images of the Breighton 
based warbirds for a presentation Taff Smith was giving to members of Sherburn Aero Club. During the 
talk he mentioned an air-to-air sortie with 3 of the warbirds, as it turned out this was RAC’s only pro shoot 
with the Buchon. Unfortunately I never saw the images in print but through a bit of sleuthing and a lot of 
help from Andy Wood (who else?!) we tracked down the photographer, Richard Paver, and he has very 
kindly sent us fresh photo files for this newsletter. Dav Butler
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Above: Safely on the ground at Sywell 
Right: The Buchon ‘office’
Below: Brian, Taff and John Dixon
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Once complete the aircraft, sporting the 
markings of Hauptmann Werner Schroer’s 
Bf 109G-2/trop ‘Red 1’, was often to be 
seen taxying during fly-in events while, 
behind the scenes, the paperwork was 
being prepared ahead of its permit to  
test fly.

OFMC’s Chief Pilot Nigel Lamb conducted 
the first test flights from Breighton in 
May 2006 and once the full permit was 
attained she joined the other Breighton 
based warbirds on RAC’s display roster.

In July 2006 the aircraft made its 
display debut at the 2-day Breighton 
Airshow in the hands of Taff Smith and 
was predictably bounced in the time 
honoured tradition by Nigel Lamb in 
OFMC’s Spitfire IX MH434! What wasn’t 
predicted though was a carburetor issue 
neccesitating a swift and smokey RTB - 
quite the babtism of fire for Taff who made 
it all look like part of the show (and an 
inevitable victory for the Spitty!).

The Buchon has now ben re-registered 
as G-AWHK, its original identity during the 
Battle of Britain movie, and is currently 
owned by Historic Flying Ltd at Duxford.

With many thanks to Richard Paver for 
generously giving permission for us to 
reproduce his images.

“Phew, thank @$**%£ I got it down in one piece!”
Brian Brown upon landing at Sywell (via Richard Paver)
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Membership matters
Joining the Real Aeroplane Club is a great way to support and participate in our 
activities at Breighton Airfield. There are three levels of membership to choose from, 
each intended to offer the optimum benefit and value for money to your particular 
requirement. These are Full Flying (Family), Associate Flying and Museum (sometimes 
referred to as Social Membership).

FULL FLYING MEMBERSHIP - £95
This is normally intended for pilots with aircraft based at Breighton who hold or have 
held a pilot’s licence. Facilitates 2 votes.

ASSOCIATE FLYING MEMBERSHIP - £45
This membership is intended for pilots or aircraft owners not based at Breighton who 
regularly use the facilities and wish to take part in Club affairs. It is also available for 
regularly participating crew of aircraft and facilitates 1 vote.

MUSEUM MEMBERSHIP - £35
This membership is a must for non-flying enthusiasts and supporters of the Real 
Aeroplane Company as it is now the only way to gain access to the airfield - even 
on event days. Many Museum members view their membership as a ‘season ticket’ 
allowing access to the airfield at weekends throughout the year. Members may also 
invite family members or close friends to the airfield on event days provided they 
accept full responsibility for their guests. (The Club reserves the right to revoke this 
privilege should it feel that the privilege is being abused.)

Please note that Club members should always carry their membership cards when 
visiting the airfield.

See website for further details re: pro-rata subs for first time members. 
For further enquiries please contact emmarealaero@outlook.com

Photo by Andy Wood



G - GeorGe Day
and RAC AT HOME DAY

Fly-in • Flypasts • Guest Visiting Aircraft 
Hangar Bash with Live Music 

Cars and Mil Vehicles • Aero Engines

Saturday 16th July 2022

Please check the Club Facebook and website closer to the date 
All activities subject to covid-19 recommendations and aircraft availability




